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Kyoto
STRUCTURE
• Negotiate then ratify
• Rich – Poor
• All 192
PLAYERS
• EU: leadership & luck
• U.S.: bounded leadership
• Developing countries on hold
• Legislate then Negotiate
• Industrial-Emerging-Poor
• UN + Major Economies Forum
• EU: experience
• US: cautious leadership
• China: global brand moment
• India: between past and future
• Brazil/Indonesia: fore$t$
→ Copenhagen
Copenhagen Issues
• Mitigation Equity
•> Targets/Timetables
•> Reporting and Review
• Enforcement
• Forests
• Adaptation
• Financing
• Tech transfer
Emissions 
(CO2 MMT)
China 6.1
U.S. 5.7
EU 3.9
Russia 1.5
India 1.5
Japan 1.3
Brazil 0.3
Mitigation Equity: Which standard?
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China 6.1 4.5
U.S. 5.7 18.6
EU 3.9 7.8
Russia 1.5 11.0
India 1.5 1.2
Japan 1.3 10.1
Brazil 0.3 1.8
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China 6.1 4.5 $    3,300
U.S. 5.7 18.6 46,900
EU 3.9 7.8 33,700
Russia 1.5 11.0 11,900
India 1.5 1.2 1,100
Japan 1.3 10.1 38,700
Brazil 0.3 1.8 8,000
Mitigation Equity: Which standard?
Emissions 
(CO2 MMT)
CO2 Tons
per capita
GDP 
per capita
Energy 
intensity
China 6.1 4.5 $    3,300 1.36
U.S. 5.7 18.6 46,900 0.40
EU 3.9 7.8 33,700 0.23
Russia 1.5 11.0 11,900 0.92
India 1.5 1.2 1,100 1.09
Japan 1.3 10.1 38,700 0.26
Brazil 0.3 1.8 8,000 0.23
Mitigation Equity: Which standard?
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Domestic 
law
China NO
U.S. NO
EU YES*
Russia NO
India NO
Japan YES
Brazil NO
Enforcement: The ties that bind?
Domestic 
law
Sovereignty
China NO HAWK
U.S. NO HAWK
EU YES* DOVE
Russia NO HAWK
India NO HAWK
Japan YES DOVE
Brazil NO HAWK
Enforcement: The ties that bind?
Domestic 
law
Sovereignty Binding 
Kyoto target
China NO HAWK NO
U.S. NO HAWK NO
EU YES* DOVE YES
Russia NO HAWK YES*
India NO HAWK NO
Japan YES DOVE YES
Brazil NO HAWK NO
Enforcement: The ties that bind?
Domestic 
law
Sovereignty Binding 
Kyoto target
Binding 
Copenhagen 
target
China NO HAWK NO NO
U.S. NO HAWK NO MAYBE
EU YES* DOVE YES YES
Russia NO HAWK YES* YES*
India NO HAWK NO NO
Japan YES DOVE YES YES
Brazil NO HAWK NO MAYBE
Enforcement: The ties that bind?

